
CCG vs VOC 

The greatest things God created on earth—certainly greatest then “Sex “ and I 

know what he meant. To those who get it. Cricket counts among life’s highest 

pleasures said, W G Grace. greater agony than bearing an untold story inside 

you.” It was a heartwarming story to chase 225 runs, it seems to us look like 

conquering the Mount Everest. The partnership 150 between Ali and H.Mir 

stamps to the victory of CCG.  

 

 

It was a story which was full of ups and down with a little bit thrilling. Fielding 

was so bad a lot of caches have been missed. Winning the toss and electing the 

fielding first, it was cracking weather to play this beautiful game of cricket. 

Amazingly the new captain gave the chance to opening bowling to M Davidson 

along-with SC Osborne, within no time he took 2 wickets very early in the 

match. The attractive results 7 overs 31 runs and 2 wickets, At this point CCG 

was dominating position, unfortunately, S Hazevoet has been dropped twice. 

The grand partnership was developing 180 runs. H. Mir took 2 wickets 7 overs 

36 runs very economical spell indeed. The end of the inning with a reasonable 

total of 224 runs.  

 

 

It was a marvelous partnership between S Ali and H.Mir 135 runs, it was 

winning partnership. In between CCG lost 2 wickets cheaply but within no time 

D Rijkee played a little cameo 26 runs. After 3 down then a begin a great assault 

H Mir smashing all around the ground.  

There is a winning partnership started with R.Brooke with H. Mir 26 runs were 

great treasures added by Brook in the total. The winning shot was played by H. 

Mir and spare the 7 balls early.  

 

 

VOC vs CCG 

All credit goes to Captain ware de Vroe and great Wim de Lange to selecting the 

team. Especially I thank T. vrolijk and R.vorlijk  

V Bajaj and ag Nneeraj they were excellent and good cricketers.  

 

 

“Invention, it must be humbly admitted, does not consist in creating out of a 

void, but out of chaos; the materials must in the first place be afforded; it can 

give form to dark, shapeless substances, but cannot bring into being the 

substance itself.”  

 

 



They won the toss and elected the batting first, They were so poor in batting 

department within no time SC Osborn took 2 wickets 18 runs It was pinpoint 

autocracy, mathematically precise line en length and sheer speed was so 

dangerous and few unplayable deliveries to watch. A proper gentleman, with an 

impeccable sense of humor, indeed a very romantic person. He is a genius to 

have great knowledge of cricket. V. Bajaj is an intelligent bowler, spot online en 

length was so accurate wicket to wicket bowling it looks like he gave the tough 

time to batsman he took 2 wicket 23 run 5 over, highly excellent spell. G. Neeraj 

was so quick with little start 6 overs 19 runs 2 wickets marvelous performance. 

But the show belongs to little hero T Vrolijk 6 overs 2 wickets only 31 runs 

against him the more important was he breaks their heart and soul. His run-up 

was so impressive and in-swinger was so lethal and accurate that batsmen have 

no clue how to play his fast bowling. The winning inning has been played by 

D.Rijkke with extreme concentration and every ball he played with its merit. No 

doubt the inning was a gem of skill and patience. His 38 run was the victory of 

CCG.  

 

 

we all enjoyed playing with VOC, especially with great Bassy and behind the 

wicket, his funny and cozy comments were very interesting. He kept the good 

atmosphere and morally spirited the VOC's boys intact. That is all Gitelman. 
 
 

 


